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A

nd so I was sitting in this living room with people I
had only seen once or twice. In front of me a small
coffee table, two couches and on the wall a whiteboard.
I was scared as hell. I mean, I was actually rejected
when I first applied for this committee, but then talked
into it by one of my best friends. Microsoft Paint was
my jam. InDesign? Never heard of. No surprise they
did not want me at first. But okay, back to the living
room. People were playing board games, laughing,
drinking beer, eating burritos, and… I just felt really
confused and super awkward. I thought that we had
a serious meeting. Overall I
must say that I completely
misunderstood
literally
everything. I am just really
boring. Or, I just was really
boring.
Anyway, as time passed
I got to know everyone,
threw Word and Paint away,
fell in love with InDesign
and Illustrator, saw each
chief as a some sort of
mythological God, my
fellow committee members
as huge inspiration and
myself drowning under a
pile of many, many UNiDs
(issue 25). I remember my
best friend and I saying
that one day, if we would
work hard enough, we
would become chiefs!
And then suddenly I was.
And then I made him one too,
for two issues (sorry). And still
I am trying to get the best out
of the UNiD. To make it as special,
amazing, inspirational, and exciting as
I have always seen it.
My first UNiD meeting was the best and worst
UNiD meeting I have ever had. From doodles on the
whiteboard to the 25th colophon, from 5 to 6 to 5
chiefs and from square to not so square.
Here you go, UNiD 29.

Text: Naomi Mavis Kool
Lay-Out: Joch Jansz

Cover: Central Train Station
by Andrei Burov (ca. 1925)
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A whole lot can be said about
Eindhoven. The city is blessed with
autism and plagued with criminal
activity. Which leaves us to wonder
how both these facts relate to having
the highest IQ per square meter from
any other region in the world. Criminal,
differently social, masterminds?
Let us state the facts more specifically.
Our percentage of children with autism
is actually three times higher than in
other regions. And last time somebody
checked we did move down the list of
most dangerous cities in Holland, from
number 1 to number 6. Also, students
of the TU/e have the highest average IQ
compared to all the other universities.
(That’s right, suck it TU Delft! Both our
IQ and EQ are higher!) But what lies
behind these facts, what really makes
Eindhoven the ‘booming’ city that it is?
The best thing about Eindhoven is its
space. Back in the day Philips turned
Strijp-S into ‘the forbidden city’, all
paranoid and secretive tucked away
behind big gates. Now it is one big
wide open space with an industrial
hint that gives it the feel of cities like
Berlin. A welcoming, creative and
social happening. Philips left their
huge factories empty, leaving the city
of Eindhoven with a lot of room for
imagination. This imagination has been
turned into physical inspiration. With
restaurants like Het Ketelhuis, huge
music bookings in and outside Het
Klokgebouw, big design names like Piet
Hein Eek and Area51 as one of the most
awesome skateparks in the country
(totally objective); this is no longer ‘the
forbidden city’. No, Strijp-S is the place
to be.

That is not nearly all! In and around
the center of Eindhoven there is a lot
to see and do as well. Right next to the
train station lives a big, mysterious
house. Its name? ‘t Stroomhuis. Home
to anything creative you can think of,
really, anything and everything. It kind
of feels like the punk version of what
you run into five minutes further down
the road. In front of the Philips stadion
a low white building called TAC profiles
as ‘Temporary Art Center’, beautiful in
every single way.
And yes, there is so much more!
Even the Edisonstraat, known for its
troublesome character and hookers,
can not escape the creative DNA
living in Eindhoven. Yetunde and the
Vintage Alternatives moved there and
opened their own versatile brewery of
awesomeness, even a little hotel that
they could afford to build by winning an
architectural design contest.
Eindhoven is known as ‘Rockcity’, the
city that welcomed alternative music
with open arms and legs. Legs? Yes
legs, in the spirit of rock ‘n roll this city
completely opened up to the alternative
music scene. Now we are known for the
Dutch Design Week, Glow and more and
more for all that is named above. They
might as well start calling Eindhoven
‘Boomcity’, because we are taking the
world by storm!

Text: Meis Suker
Lay-Out: Zeno Kapitein
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UNiD magazine meets the
former B2 students behind the
project ‘COMA’: Carola Brus,
Emma Disbergen and Joca van
der Horst.
COMA Studio is an online platform that allows you to customize your own version of
the Met Nut bag, a project within UPPSS.

A

fter moving away some drawings
and sketches, I sit down at a table
in Everyday Things. Emma and Joca
join me and a Skype connection is
established with Carola, on the other
side of the planet. I’m shown a stylish
black bag along with a nice picture
booklet. Having heard about the bag
and having browsed coma.studio, I am
curious where the idea came from.
C: Before the project started I already
wanted to make a bag, focusing on its
functionality.
J: We were tired of all the exampleprojects where one could change the
color or something, which was then
called ultra-personalisation. Or a
geometrical design adapted to your
body, or another Nike ID with flashy
soles. We thought: fuck it, let’s see if it
can also be useful.
So your idea of personalization is
focused on functionality and not
on some identity that can be shown
through a color or something?
E: Yes, it’s more about the contents.
J: Maybe the true personality, for a
bag is not found in the color but on
the inner construction, because that
shows what you carry in it.
That is an interesting vision. How did
you get from the initial concept to this
result?
E: We started by figuring out what
people have in their bags and how that

connected to personality.
J: Also letting people draw bags to see
how they think.
C: And as we had this concept in mind,
we could really focus on developing it.

CAROLA

This is reflected in the quality of your
deliverables. The website seems very
professional but it is not yet possible
to order, right? I would love to have a
Met Nut bag!
C: Haha, I would actually like to have
one myself as well. I would love to
continue this work, it’s just that I’m
abroad at the moment.
J: I think the power of our project
at this moment is that it shows the
possibility. Without the bag the idea of
the site is just some fun idea to discuss
at the Lucid.bar, while the website
makes the bag special. Together they
showcase the concept.
Are you proud of it?

EMMA

J, C, E (simultaneously): Yes.
J: Freedom of choice is so interesting.
If you add two more choices, it feels
like a whole lot of freedom, while
with two thousand options it doesn’t
matter that much anymore. We played
with that; guaranteeing the quality
and making the customization quick
while providing the value of a tailormade bag.
C: We had an idea that required a lot
of thought and effort to implement.
Instead of working on multiple
iterations, we focused on one, which I
believe turned out quite well.

Text: Alexandra Bremers
Lay-Out: Rosa van der Veen
Media: COMA Studio

JOCA

COMA Studio/Met Nut Bag

“fuck it, let’s see if
it can be useful.”
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Democracy has a hard time. People feel
less heard, big money has big influence
and even when we can vote, emotions
trump reason. The world is looking at the
wizards of our time. Can designers help?
Or is it time to drop the mask of magic?

Mid 2014, ten selected minds gather at the deserted marine area in

ENABLING POLITICAL

Amsterdam, to spend two years on

(INTER)ACTION

an important mission: “designing

There is an underlying tension; the

democracy”. Who are the people

separation of people and politics

given such an immense task of

is artificial. Philosopher Jürgen

rethinking the grounds of civilisa-

Habermas once split ‘system’ from

tion? Indeed, design students from

‘lifeworld’, but Philemonne tries to

the Sandberg Institute1. This group

break down this dichotomy. Every

is not alone, they represent a trend.

person is political and has political

At our faculty, Philémonne Jaasma

expertise in her on own situation.

is working on the relation between
citizens and government. Design is

Design can either prevent or

increasingly dealing with societal

empower to act accordingly. In

challenges, and now focusing on

Philémonne’s [X]Changing Per-

the most fundamental: democra-

democracy is built around the

spectives, citizens and city coun-

cy. According to MoMA-curator

concept of representation. But with

cilors converse in a cocktail party

Paola Antonelli: “No matter what,

every individual politician that

setting. Participants group around

[designers] should become really

represents a group, some interests

small tables, full of what look like

fundamental bricks in any kind of

of that group get excluded.

iconed soup cans. The threshold

policy making effort.”2

for less vocal participants to speak
DELIBERATION LIBERATES

up in a town hall dissolves into just

REPRESENTATION SIMPLIFIES

DIVERSITY

moving a can.

DIVERSITY

Philémonne aims to give sup-

As well as design finds solutions, it

pressed interests a voice with

In a time of hypes, it may be

discovers problems. From business

interventions for participation.

healthy to question the wizardry

strategy (‘design thinking’) to cu-

That means low-threshold oppor-

of design. Yet, while it is arrogant

linary innovation (‘food design’),

tunities for citizens to participate

to think we can completely design

there seem to be few fields without

in governance. By bringing politics

social structures, it is ignorant

a design fix. In problematizing

to the people with a pop-up booth.

to think our designs do not have

politics, design approaches society

Or by inviting people into politics,

influence. Philémonne’s work

as a complex system. How to hear

with dialogues between citizens

illuminates the political potential

every node in such a system? The

and city councilors.3

in any design. Test your political

Greek polis fixed this problem with

responsibility in a simple question.

democracy. Every man a voice. To-

Crucial is a shift from binary

Does my design fit a technocracy or

day’s deteriorating democracy can

choices to criteria. Not a yes or no

democracy?

then be seen as a system fault.

to Ukraine; what counts are the
reasons behind: ‘no, unless’, ‘yes,

The scale of current civilisations

as long as’. Through deliberation,

renders the Greek system unvi-

when all criteria are considered,

1

www.designingdemocracy.com

able, so we have every (wo)man

the process reaches Philémonne’s

2

See documentary Objectified (2009)

a vote. But something got lost.

ideal of “plurality in interaction.”

3

For Philémonne, it comes down

Then the final decision can be left

www.philemonne.com. A collaboration
with Evert Wolters.

to voices not being heard. Our

up to politicians.

4
Fun fact: the icons are a randomized
pick from thenounproject.com to minimize bias.
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What does a designer do at
NASA? According to Carl Conlee
it is contributing to the collective
experience.
A

s designers, we contribute
to the collective human
experience. A good example of a
designer that contributes to this is
Carl Conlee, who graduated from
the Rhode Island School of Design
in 2005 and has since worked for
renowned and varied companies
and institutes such as NASA,
Boeing, Teague and HTC. With
help of Carl’s work and by example
of one more product. I’d like to
tell you what I think it means
to contribute to the collective
experience as a designer.
A red line that runs through
Carl’s work is, as he puts it on his
website, that he aims to improve
the collective human experience
through thoughtful, lasting
design contributions. Projects that
present the potential to become
culturally significant are of
particular interest to me.

DESIGN FOR SPACE

Both as an intern at NASA and
as an Industrial designer at MEI
technologies, Carl has worked
on numerous space-related
design projects. Because the
new frontier of space travel may
potentially alter all our lives, this
is an example of designing for
collective human experience, and
is culturally significant because
of the big step space travel can
prove to be for mankind. Carl’s
work for space travel has largely
been on the subject of habitability.
When the Habitability Center
was first called to life, Carl and
his team largely worked on issues
of ergonomics, but now the
team works on larger and larger
projects, designing full-scale lunar
rovers and spacecraft interiors,
taking into account everything
from the shape of a chair to the
colours of the wall. Since working

at the Johnson Space Center,
they’ve had robots walk past
their office during meetings, had
their bodies 3D-scanned and
experienced zero-gravity flight.
“Things have changed so much
since we started, people here don’t
really understand what Industrial
Design is or how it fits into the
bigger picture. But once they work
with us and see the services we
provide - visualising information,
realising concepts - they see
the value of what we do”, Evan
Twyford, one of Carl’s colleagues,
said in an interview with core77.
[1]

H TC V I V E

Carl contributed to the design
of the design of the HTC Vive,
another prime example of
designing for the collective human
experience. The point with virtual
reality is, that we don’t really

13
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article
know the psychological effects
that experience might have on
people. One object that has had
profound social change and that
has been studied, though, is the
Sony Walkman.

SON Y WA L K M A N

Technologically, it was trivial.
Culturally, it was a milestone.
The Walkman allowed people
to play just what they wanted,
where they wanted and when they
wanted. Initially, the Walkman
got a lot of criticism. Critics
thought the Walkman both tainted

products and cultural forms.
The Walkman can not be seen as
“good” or “bad” for individuals
since consumption forms are
unique to each user. What may be
a positive effect for one person
or group may be a negative effect
for another. What we do know
for sure, is that users of the Sony
Walkman identified with each
other. Wearing a Sony Walkman
was, in the early days, a symbol of
youth and freedom, especially in
communist countries like China,
where the music that people were
offered was controlled by the state.

have on our social life? And how
about space travel? Only time can
tell. What we do know, though, is
that we cannot predict any of their
effects with full certrainty.
[1] http://www.core77.com/
posts/11565/designing-for-spacecore77-visits-nasas-industrial-designteam-by-glen-jackson-taylor-11565
[2] https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/
doing-cultural-studies/book234568

“the products we use say something about
us and add to the collective
experience of humantiy”
the consumers by feeding them
‘lesser’ mass-media as opposed
to higher forms of art as well as
producing anti-social effects.
While this may be true to some
degree, the Walkman is also
regarded as the start of the music
industry and its consumption
model as we now know it, in which
music is being streamed freely,
allowing the public to enjoy it at
truly any place, any time. While
the Sony Walkman is seen as ‘truly
Japanese design’, it borrowed
various elements from old U.S.
transistor radios and previous
German styles, such as the 35mm
Leica camera. As described in the
book “Doing Cultural Studies: The
Story of the Sony Walkman”[2],
Sony - as any media corporation
- is producing both technological

These unique social effects of a
seemingly innocent technology
illustrate that the true effect of
products can add to the collective
human experience in subtle and
unexpected ways.

CONCLUSION

Be it space travel, virtual reality
or the consumption of mass media
at will, the products we use say
something about us and add to the
collective experience of humantiy.
What these case studies tell us
is that true revolutions are not
technological, but social. The
Sony Walkman gave us the ability
to express ourselves anywhere
through the music we listen to and
thus strenghten the ways in which
we indentity with certain groups.
What effects will virtual reality

Text: Thijs te Velde
Lay-Out: Marijn van der Steen
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Have you ever thought of writing,
graphic designing or photographing
for the unid?
mail us at unid@lucid.cc
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“I

t’s ridiculous how much information is available about the users: their names,
locations, on which pages of the site they click and where they get lost,” mentions
Yaël, a third year bachelor student from our faculty Industrial Design, when we start
talking about her internship at Sketchdrive. Sketchdrive is an online collaboration
platform for creative minds where they can collect their visuals, receive feedback
on their work, and develop concepts. “The combination between creative thinking,
problem solving and helping others appeals to me, especially since I have been
sketching ever since I can remember. I can relate to the vision of Sketchdrive and
their view on what is important for their users. It is in line with what I consider to be
important.”

“T

he funny thing is that everybody thinks I am making sketches all the time, but
I am not doing that at all.” Next to sketching, Yaël wants to focus on usercentred design, which she is now able to do during her internship. She has been given
the title ‘Community Happiness’ as she takes care of the users by improving the web
pages, helping the users out when problems and bugs arrive and bringing the users
of Sketchdrive together. “They thought they couldn’t use an intern from Industrial
Design as they are a website, but as we focus a lot on service design, the mission of
Sketchdrive fits me as an ID student very well. The way I look at product development
is very useful in the start-up company. I do user tests, and based on this I improve, for
example, web pages. After that, I carry out another user test.”

Text: Emma van Kampen						

A

s she tells me about the data analysis and what can be seen about users behind
the website, it scares me a bit. When I call her a spy, she starts to giggle and
agrees. “I do feel guilty sometimes and marketing is indeed acting smart. As we see a
post on Reddit about design sketching or receiving feedback, we post something like
‘Hey, this platform can be interesting for you’. But for sure, it has a good side as well.
The Facebook posts I make can be based on the analysis, as I can see what aspects are
important. Likewise, I can develop and optimize web pages where many people exit
the site.”

F

rom an internship like this one at Sketchdrive, you will gain a lot of depth in your
Business & Entrepreneurship expertise by learning how to speak and adapt to
your user. Even though they may have creative minds like ID students, you should
adapt your way of communicating when interacting with them in emails or social
media posts. You won’t do this in a absolute business way, but rather in a more
light-hearted, yet proper way as you are still interacting with a young and innovative
society. You will learn how to be amicable and a representative for the concept at the
same time.

						

Lay-Out: Marijn van der Steen
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BALLS & BEER WITH LUCID AT:

AS ALWAYS
Dinner 4 euros
Drinks 1,80 euros

STRATUMSEIND 28 EINDHOVEN

Tired of

sharing?
We at Eindhoven2Stay understand
the living abroad struggles, sharing a
bathroom, kitchen and even a bed. Time
to get packing and move into your own
private studio in Eindhoven! We offer
completely furnished studios right in the
centre of the city and with super easy
access to TU/e!
Visit us online and see our offers:

Eindhoven2Stay.com

EINDHOVEN
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PERSPECTIVES
ONUNIFORMITY
Uniformity = finding the optimum.
When grinding a diamond, a specific
shape is used to obtain maximum
brilliance. For many products there
is a certain standard which is used
most of the time in order to obtain the
optimum that the material or situation
naturally allows for. Does uniformity
assume there is only one right way to
go?
Uniformity = a classic.
Blue jeans, white tees, they are classics
that many fashion designers have
wished to be the designer of. Levi’s
did a convincing attempt to claim the
legend of inventing jeans. Once not
so common, they are now garments
that dominate the street view. Even
though everybody wears the same, we
love them.
Uniformity = boring?
In the Netherlands there are policies
making sure that our city streets
don’t look like the mess in Belgium.
Is it boring? Well, it is certainly more
difficult to start building the eccentric
house of your dreams right away, but
it might also create some much needed
coherence.
Uniformity = ease.
Imagine a world without somewhat
standardized cables. Or a world
in which every town has its own
measurement system. Uniformity
can make life easier by allowing for
compatibility between products
from different manufacturers, whilst
freeing consumers from the need to
consider this compatibility aspect
when buying an appliance.

Uniformity = a systematic approach.
Similar to making life easy, applying a
format tends to improve organization.
We can safely assume that the fact
that our passports are all set-up in
the same manner made systematically
organising the data on it easier and
reliable.
Uniformity = solidarity.
Having something in common can
bind people. Think about sportsclub
supporters. By wearing the same scarf
or shirt, you can connect to others
and show your support for a group
that you identify yourself - or at least
sympathize with. Being different from
everyone else is not the goal in this
situation. It’s more like being part of
a tribe.
Uniformity = availability.
Industrialization and mass-production
once made products that were initially
only available for the lucky few,
attainable for the masses as well.
Although this development reduced
the chances for personalization
and owning a unique object, it also
empowered the less affluent.
Uniformity = customer insignificance.
In order to achieve a uniform
standard, a designer has to make
choices about what to allow for
and how to constrain the use of a
product. This leads to the question:
does uniformity liberate and
empower customers, or does it limit
them in their creativity, expression
and freedom of choice? Or does
constraining them, counterintuitively,
lead to liberation?

Text: Alexandra Bremers
Lay-Out: Joch Jansz
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The history of one of the most influential
currentS in DESIGN

B

auhaus is one of the most
influential styles in modern
design. The principle of form
follows function and the
teaching methods about the
basics of form and colours are
well-known at the department
of Industrial Design. However,
Walter Gropius’ vision on the
concept of including “all” arts
didn’t stand long. Politics,
personal issues and money
changed the approach many
times. What happened?

Meyer as new director. He was
an architect and teacher at the
school and is well-known for
his design philosophy of the
twelve motives when building
a house. Meyer commercialized
Bauhaus and made it accessible
for a bigger audience, but after
two years he had to leave.
He focused too much on the
efficiency and politics of design
and the artistic qualities had a
subordinate role. Bauhaus had
to be transformed again.

In 1919, the architect Walter
Gropius founded the Bauhaus
school. Gropius wanted to bring
all genres of arts and crafts
together to achieve a synthesis
of aesthetics with the needs of
the population. Designers were
trained in industrial production
and in the basic principles of
form and colour. Johannes
Itten, one of the teacher at the
school, had a strong influence
on the program in the founding
phase. He put the focus on
investigating, exploring and
experimenting, which enabled
students to translate the
principles into practice.

In 1930, Ludwig Mies van Rohe,
one of the pioneers of modern
architecture, was convinced
to become the new director.
He closed the Bauhaus school
and reopened it as a school
of architecture. Applied art
projects were only accepted if
the products eventually could
be industrially produced. At this
time the power of the national
socialists became bigger and
bigger. The socialistic approach
of the Bauhaus school conflicted
with the growing nazism in
Germany. In 1933 the faculty,
oppressed by the Nazis, had no
other option than closing the
Bauhaus school.

However, in the first three
years, the staff conflicted on
several issues. Gropius and
Itten argued about the level of
spirituality Itten involved in
his lessons. Itten was a follower
of Mazdaznan and tried to
combine his aspirations of
inner harmony with art and
design. Besides, craftsman
were frustrated, because of
their subordinate role with the
artists. Itten left the school and
Gropius changed the direction
to a more industrial approach
with a stronger focus on
mass production. Besides the
education, Bauhaus also had to
sell its products to the general
population.
This didn’t work out how
Gropius had envisioned it.
The incomes were too low and
politicians were arguing the
value of financial support to
the school. In 1928, Gropius
resigned and he appointed Hans

In the fourteen years existence
of the Bauhaus school, the
direction of its concept changed
several times. Of course, the
faculty operated in an unstable
period in history, but the many
conflicts about the identity
of the school had also a major
influence on the instability.
Although the short existence,
Bauhaus can be seen as an
influential movement of the
modernism in the twentieth
century. Nowadays design
schools are still inspired by the
Bauhaus principles, lessons and
methods. Maybe the Bauhaus
school can be classified as
failed, the vision behind it is
still of great influence in our
design work

Text: Cas Zeegers
Lay-Out: Luke Noothout
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Your project or
internship in the
unid?
Mail us at unid@lucid.cc
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Take a walk
on the
mundane side

T

he discipline of Industrial
Design started in earnest
when, in the early 20th
century, architects started
thinking about how to fill their
rooms with fitting furniture.
But nowadays, architecture
and interior design are not, by
far, the only fields of design.
Actually, it can quickly become
overwhelming. So where do you
define your creative space? And
how do you do this? I was stuck
with these questions for a long
time, but after a while, something
clicked. I’ll show you how.
I started by taking a look at my
past work. Was there a common
theme there? And how might this
theme be described? Doing this,
in hindsight, primed my brain to
recognise designers and work that
fit what I am doing, but did not
provide any of the epiphanies or
lucid visions that expected a great
designer’s vision
to be.

grand statements that I thought
they had to be.
Reading these interviews and
finding out about designers
prompted me to take a course
on design history. Only when
I became more familiar with
design, could I really pin-point
what I resonated with. By doing
more research into the designers
and work I felt touched by, I could
better articulate what felt like
“me”.
I started having more defined
and subtle opinions on all things
design. I also began seeing the
design that was all around me,
and concluded that it can be seen
on the streets, or during a visit at
De Bijenkorf. Especially during
walks. If there was ever a moment
of enlightenment in this process,
for me, this was it. So in short, you
don’t need to go on a life-altering

I started wondering, is
having a clear vision
really that important?

I started
wondering, is
having a clear
vision really that
important? It
was then that I
started reading
interviews held
with established
designers,
looking for ways
they expressed
their vision. I
found out that a vision is more
like a general red thread that
moves through your work, guiding
your efforts and making sure your
life’s work remains cohesive. And
I learned that visions are prone
to change. They sure are not the

journey or meditate for four hours
a day to discover your vision and
identity as a designer. You just
have to open your eyes to the
design all around you.

Text: Thijs te Velde
Lay-Out: Otis Overdijk
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Jochem van kapel

IDEa

Less
or
L

From side job
while studying
ID to main job
after ID; Tim
and Jochem
told us all
about it!
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ike many ID students, they
started doing freelance
webdesign while they were
studying. Earning some extra
money with work you actually like
is never bad! However, this student
job would become an actual career
for Tim Scholten and Jochem van
Kapel, founders of Less or More.
Currently they have their own
office in the Apparatenfabriek,
including an office manager and
a team of ten people working on
their projects.
“We met in a course we both
did, became friends, and as we
didn’t want a boring job, we
started playing around on the
computer. Before we knew it, we
were building websites for actual
customers!” Tim laughs as he
tells how their webdevelopment
company was born. “I don’t really
remember how we got our first
client, but at a certain point we
were asked to build a webshop. We
had never done that before, but as
we were ID students, we thought:
let’s do this. That is how we did it,
by bluffing, saying that we could
do it. Of course we don’t do that
anymore, because usually you end
up working way too many hours.
The webshop took us a year.”
When I ask him whether bluffing
is one of the strengths of ID
students, he agrees, but says it’s
a pitfall as well. “We’re good at
many things and if not, we teach
ourselves. Because of that though,

the coupling of various systems. A
webshop needs to be connected to
the financial system, which needs
to be connected to the storage of
products. Then scanning and thus
sensors and electronics come in.”

More
the best
experience
on the web

Last, when I ask them what makes
them unique, Tim answers that
they create a good experience from
beginning to end, throughout
the whole process. “The first
conversation has to include a good
cup of coffee. Everything should
be clear for the client from the
beginning on.”

Text: Emma van Zoelen
Lay-Out: Naomi Kool
Media: Lotte Sluijs

Looking at the company Jochem
and Tim set up, I can see that this
boasting got them somewhere.
Where they used to go through the
whole project process themselves,
they now have a person for every
little part, from the crazy coder
to the graphic designer. And
while their main focus is still
webdevelopment, they are moving
towards working with electronics
as well. “The connection between
the two is growing. As people can
now quite easily build websites
themselves through platforms
like Wordpress, we needed to look
further. That is when we arrived at

Tim Scholten

we don’t really know what we’re
good at. I notice that for many
students it’s very hard to describe
their skills. Boasting is a big part
of that, because in the end, we’re
not really boasting; we’re actually
able to deliver good work. We get
taught a certain mindset that
helps us solve problems and on the
go you learn some skills as well. I
do notice though that clients value
it highly if you can show those
skills.”
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EXCLUDING
PEOPLE BY
DESIGN

Do we unconsciously exclude
people with our designs?
Does it matter?

T

he last 100 years or so has
brought us a very long way.
Technology has empowered and
enabled massive hangs in the way
we design, create and produce objects in every size and shape. We’re
with 7 billion people, so what is all
this stuff for?
We live in the age of complexity.
From the time we wake up until we
go to sleep at night, and even while
we sleep, we’re emerged in design.
And at best these experiences are
designed with people in mind.
However, people see the world from
various perspectives. For people in
a wheelchair, something as simple
as going to school could be an
embarrassing deal. Mechanical lifts
may empower these students, but
they also draw attention to them
and their disability. For the most
part, software experiences are the
same whether you're in a wheelchair or not, but this may change
with the rise of mobile devices. This
rise led to a new breed of software:
location-based suggestions. Hopefully this enables applications that
include wheelchair accessibility.
If you get around in a wheelchair,
such a subtle detail can change the
experience.
Accessibility can be viewed as the
ability for anyone to access and
benefit from some system or entity.
If something is not accessible,
it will therefore exclude (groups
of) people. There are different
categories of exclusion. Visually
impaired people are excluded by
most visual-only interfaces, and
cognitively impaired people are
excluded by mouse- and keyboard-driven interaction. However,
accessibility is not necessarily just
concerning impairments. Station
benches for example are solely

designed for people to sit on, lying
on it is far from comfortable. It
excludes tramps from resting here
at night under the guise of offering
passengers the best traveling
experience possible, as they are the
target group.
Non-excluding design is traditionally the concept of designing for all.
As a designer you should be aware
of who will be excluded, as well as
whether the user will benefit from
the use of the product. Then how
can we include everyone in one
design? We simply can’t! There will
always be groups excluded, because
every design has its own target
group that contains users with
different needs. It is a challenge to
make things accessible or inclusive
because it isn’t necessarily a bottom line decision. Inclusive design
isn’t an obvious cash flow because
products are often designed for the
majority of people.
You can consider redesigning or
adding an alternative. Or maybe
you’ll get to the conclusion that in
your case exclusion is acceptable. A
designer should consider alternatives both in presentation and interaction techniques and therefore
needs knowledge about impairments and their effects. You can
start looking at usability; a well-designed interaction goes a long way.
Consider physical and perceptual
limitations such as visibility, colors,
and reach. And try to avoid unnecessary complexity. It starts with
awareness of what problems could
possibly affect someone, and trying
to take this into account.

Text: Ward Leenders
Lay-Out: Luke Noothout
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It brings us advantages and
disadvantages, and in the end we
will have to wait and see what
happens.
Uwe doesn’t think that the online
world will replace our physical
world, but he does agree that as
the borders between the digital
and the physical start to fade
away, the way we deal with our
social contacts is influenced.
While it is easier to get into
contact with people, there is
an overload of contacts and
information that you need to tend
to; it requires more management.

About the digital world, the
physical world and their
politics
T

he online is growing to become
an inherent part of our lives.
Slowly but steadily, we digitalise
our social contacts and social
behaviour. Slowly but steadily, we
place ourselves within an online
environment more often, to escape
reality. We already think that
Facebook or Tinder is the perfect
place to meet new people and old
friends; socialising in general
is almost never purely physical
anymore. All these aspects raise
a question: is the online world
becoming our new city? To answer
this question and look at the
difference between online spaces
and physical spaces, I talked to

two experts with experience on
both sides.
Online as a parallel but
connected world.
The first one was Uwe Matzat,
professor at the TU/e at the
Human Technology Interaction
department. In his research, he
focuses on online communities,
social networks and everything
related. At the start of our
conversation, when I asked him
what he thinks of the development
of the online becoming part of
our identity to a bigger extent, he
reacted quite neutral. He believes
it is a normal development.

When directly comparing online
communities to physical ones,
Uwe made a very clear comparison.
Small specific online communities
are like our sportsclubs; they are
there for us to find people with the
same interests. For some, it is hard
to find likeminded people in the
small area surrounding us, making
the online the perfect alternative.
Facebook is more like the world
though, a representation of all the
people and their networks; like a
parallel world. Compared to a city
which has rulers and elections,
Facebook is more of a dictatorship
led by Mark Zuckerberg. At the
moment some governments are
trying to enforce certain aspects
such as privacy, but Facebook
still has a lot of power. There are
not many initiatives from the
users themselves, because there
is no alternative. Facebook is a
monopolist and no one wants to
lose their network. Besides that,
it is hard for users to actually
formulate their needs. We don’t
really know what privacy means
and to what extent it is important
to us in the online world.
The City as a Process
The second person I talked to was
Jesse Jorg, founder of WeTheCity,
a company that tries to change the
way people view and use public
space. His aim is to let people
already feel at home before they
reach their front door. He sees the
online world mostly as an essential
part of communication, to reach
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as many people as possible in a
short amount of time. However, he
believes that, while many people
use online worlds to get into
contact with many people from
all over the world, proximity is
extremely important.
The advantage of online is that
offline proximity isn’t required,
but research has shown that
exactly this proximity is extremely
important in our social contacts.
Besides making the world smaller,
the online is also a great way
to remove the border between
people that actually live next to
each other and get them to meet
in real life. In the city, people live
extremely close together, meaning
that they have to deal with each
other’s presence all the time. For
some reason though, it creates
a very high level of anonimity,
where people are almost denying
their neighbours’ existence.
While there definitely is the
need for people get to know their
neighbourhood, an occasion for
this is often missing and the step
is way too big for most people.
Jesse believes that we should see
the city as a process, a constantly
changing phenomenon. If you can
view it in such a way, contributing
to this process becomes easier, as
there is no finite perfect solution.
People often underestimate the
power they have, but if many
people complain about a city
being too crowded, the local
government will eventually adapt
its policy. In his projects he creates
interventions that he calls ‘urban
acupuncture’, through which he
tries to create occasions for people
to meet each other, to come up
with ideas to innovate the city and
to become aware of the city’s fluid
character.
While our digital and physical
worlds become more intertwined,
there is a huge difference in the
power people have in both. In
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our physical world, we often feel
like we can’t make a difference
anywhere, the politicians create
the rules and we are only there
to follow them. In reality though,
we have much more power than
we think. In issues regarding
our rights, such as privacy, we
often have clear opinions and if
we don’t want to give away our
information, we will not.
While the online is a
representation of our society in
many ways, the aspects described
above are almost the complete
opposite. On the internet, we often
feel that we have complete control
over what we do. We determine
what we put out there, what we
click on, and what our profiles look
like. However, if we really think
about it, what difference can we
make in the way we use our online
world? There are much more
restrictions than in the physical
world, and several background
processes gather information
without us knowing it. We don’t
yet know what this means for our
privacy and other rights, making it
very hard to stand up for them.
If we view the online and the
offline both as fluid processes,
worlds that we live in, we will have
to think about the politics of both
of them. What power do we as
people have, and to what extent do
we let the ones in power rule?
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W

e all know Lucid as the active
study association that provides us
with leisure and education in moments
we most need it. This year, we are
bringing the concept of ‘activity’ to
the next level by organising an outdoor
Festival. This event is not only for
all Industrial Design students, but
for every joyful soul that wanders on
the TU/e campus. To some this might
be news, whilst others already have
their heads filled with questions and
excitement. So for all who carry music
in their hearts and love to move their
feet to some beats, we are shining some
disco lights on the expectations.
Thursday the 15th of September 2016
the Koeveld will be transformed into
the CONDUCT festival. There will be
a stage where three electronic acts
will show their skills on synthesizers,
drum pads and samplers. While those
performers catch their breath, side
activities are organized in cooperation
with companies. All that festivity in
the sun will make you hungry and
thirsty of course, but a bar and food
stands will keep you up your feet.
And between all that fuzz we will
show the designers craftsmanship
with sculptures, ornaments and
interactive decorations. Preparing all
this is time consuming and only when
everything is confirmed hard facts can
be announced. So until then let your
imagination do its work and practice
your signature moves.

Text: Festival Committee
Lay-Out: Rick van Wijk
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L

ately, I have been wondering
whether we have finally arrived in
the future. On the streets, I see people
riding their hoverboards and everyone
is talking of autonomous cars; all very
sci-fi. It makes me excited; does it mean
that I actually get to live in the future
that the movies and books described
to us?
All this excitement has a downside
though; I also hear about accidents
with hoverboards, and many people
worry about autonomous cars. The
hoverboard is too fast for the pavement,
too slow for the road; the autonomous
car is either too controllable to be
safe or too autonomous to be trusted.
Is it possible to just blurt out such
technologies and put them out on
the streets? There sure is a mismatch
between the way our world looks and
these fancy new technologies.
Looking back on a familiar example,
the car, we can definitely conclude
that something similar has happened
before. Back in the days cars, bikes
and pedestrians were all together on
the same road. Soon this caused many
problems, but it took quite long for
society and government to understand
that our definition of city and travelling
was changing. This meant that either
the technology or our infrastructure
had to change as well.
To prevent safety issues, this mismatch
between the pace at which society
and technology develop needs to be
resolved. In some way, politics needs
to understand how they can adapt
our systems to the fast technological
developments, while technology might
need to slow down to actually fit what
our current values and needs are. What
if these developments could go hand
in hand? Isn’t it possible to evolve
society and our environment at the
same pace as technology, or to at least
let politicians and designers discuss
the future of the city and mobility
together?

For me, this all means that designers
are needed in politics. We need people
that have an overview and understand
how new technology needs to be
accompanied by new rules, laws and
ways of living. It also means that we
need people that can be critical about
the extent to which technological
innovations actually fit within our
current way of living instead of
computer geeks that create an exciting
new gadget such as the hoverboard.
I believe that the role of people with
a vision and an overview of different
areas within a society is extremely
important. In an ideal world,
everything should be integrated in
such a way that development is simply
development, and not either societal
or technological. Maybe people are
finally slowly starting to realize this
as designers are infiltrating in new
areas; our role can become extremely
important if we dare to use our broad
skills and mindset to move every part of
our world into that exciting future.

Text: Emma van Zoelen
Lay-Out: Rick van Wijk
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Whatsapp
vs.
微信
Workshops, assignments and design
challenges give us the opportunity to
learn about the Chinese lifestyle and the
cultural differences.

S

tudents of the Industrial Design
faculty are more and more involved
with projects in China. Workshops,
assignments and design challenges give us
the opportunity to learn about the Chinese
lifestyle and the cultural differences.
According to these exchange students,
the phone usage is the first difference
encountered when working in China.
WeChat is the mobile communication
service of China, with more than 700
million active Chinese accounts. It is
comparable to “our” WhatsApp and
Facebook Messenger. The big difference
is that you have to share your WeChat ID
instead of your phone number. With this
system you can only bother someone if he
or she has accepted you. The nice thing
is that you can share your ID with a QR
code. Finally, a QR code that is actually
scanned…
Another thing often noticed by the
Industrial Design students is the use of
voice messages. Because of the rich variety
of symbols in the Chinese language,
texting in Chinese can be a lot of work.
In our Western culture and also in many
Asian cultures communicating with
voice messages isn’t used a lot. Speaking
loud and sharing personal information
in public isn’t likely to do. In China this
probably isn’t any problem, because of the
phenomenon renao.
Renao can be translated as loud and
lively. It is a sign of confidence and
importance. Although this can only be

seen as a possible explanation, it makes
communicating a lot easier and more
flexible.
A further step in this communication
is the Shake function. It links you to
random people nearby just by shaking
your phone. If you don’t want to talk with
the person, you can shake again and get
another random person to talk to. It can
be compared to the combination of Tinder
and the shuffle option in a music player, or
Chatroulette without the instant nudity.
We must also face the political differences
of the phone usage in China. The Chinese
law has censorship provisions and has the
ability to intercept all messages, contacts
and locations. Politicians, other countries
and, most important, the users still discuss
the level of safety and privacy of WeChat.
However, it doesn’t seem to have a great
impact in general on how the Chinese use
their phone.
In the smallest manners we can
already notice big cultural differences.
We see phone usage as a universal
communication, but there are quite some
interesting variations in this. The students
who went to China don’t copy these new
manners, but think these insights will
adapt their own phone usage over a longer
time. The question is how and how quickly
this will change.

Text: Cas Zeegers
Lay-Out: Rosa van der Veen

“In the smallest manners
we can already notice big
cultural differences.”
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GET YOUR H

Designers need bio-lab

Don’t ask design students where they
will end up working. The world is
ever-changing, who knows what the future brings? If there are any people who
do know, they might just be around the
corner. The TU/e houses researchers
from a diversity of disciplines, all contributing to innovations that will only
see the light of day some time ahead.
Let us zoom in on the liveliest field
among them: biotechnology.

TAMINg
technologies
Every creature got a feature. Birds got
wings, cats got claws and sheep got a
woolen coat. But when the great Greek
gods got to the final one, they were left
empty-handed. It was the human who
remained helpless; the creature with no
feature. Asudden there was Prometheus
with a gift; he had stolen fire from the
gods. This marked humans as technological creatures: we may be born
without features, we invent them.
The myth of Prometheus is a classic
illustration of how we are bound up

HANDS WET

bs to be future proof

with technology, but it does not stop at
invention. When fire was man’s first technology, the bonfire his first design. Without
proper mastery, fire is a wild and deadly
companion. Design has a tradition of taming
emerging technologies for everyday use.
Early 20th century, mass-production with
steel-bending techniques entered working
class homes through the minimalistic furniture from the Bauhaus. Further on, advancements in the world of electronics translated
into household products like shavers, radios
and washing machines. A generation later
saw how garage inventors Steve Jobs and Bill
Gates used design to move computers from
room-filling mainframes to offices, living
rooms, and pockets. Even military network
technologies, such as the internet and GPS,
were cultivated to end up being the lifelines
of people today.
These are all technological developments
that entered our education. We learn to
tame mass production with CAD; traditional
industrial design. We find uses for electronics in the E-LAB; as did product designers.
We master computing with Arduinos and
Processing; the growing field of interaction
design. Finally, we get grip on the network
with IoT approaches; ‘intelligent system
design’. What is next?
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Towards
Artificial
Nature
From steel to wires to WiFi waves, technology seems to get less materialized. Yet the
opposite is true for what is seen as one of the
four technologies that will define the 21st
century: biotechnology. Together with nano-,
information and cognition technology it
forms the so-called NBIC-convergence.
Biotech in its broadest sense is about altering
nature to fit our needs. Pets and parks are
biotech, but so are cloned sheep and artificial
bacteria. Current developments like synthetic biology bring biology in the realm of
engineering. DNA and proteins replace bits
and bites; tissue and microorganisms replace
plastic and steel.
Engineering is only a small step from design.
Biotech opens up a new valley of possibilities.
Designers might design new life forms; from
glowing flowers to wide-eyed never-aging
pets. True product life cycles at last. Forget
I, Robot and the iAnything aesthetic. The
robots of the future will be furry and warm.
Don’t forget ourselves though. For long we
have been augmenting our capacities with
dead material. Goggles to see more; cars to
reach more; Google to know more. Now it is
time for living augmentation. As biodesigner Agi Haines aptly points out, humans are
made of “malleable material”. Design can
then be the conscious continuation of human
evolution. Chloroplasts in our skin to survive
air pollution; radiation-resistant bacteria in
our blood to ease space exploration; an electric eel implant for a self-defibrillating heart.
Go brainstorm at the zoo.
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able to work with living materials,

To accommodate wet hands, special

a studio will have to resemble a lab.

open laboratories pop up called

Back
to
the
future

Second, the design opportunities of

wetlabs. Just like fablabs supply

Despite diverse design options,

biotech have to be explored. What

designers with prototyping tools in

Laplace is not prepared for a bio-

applications are apt? What is now

plastic, metal and wood; so do wet-

engineered future. ID is changing,

possible? Most importantly though,

labs enable the investigation and

but more accurately, it is starting to

the social, ethical and political

manipulation of organic material.

stop changing. A pioneering phase

implications of the design output

Think of Waag Society’s Open Wet-

of constant change and exploration

change. A bioengineered product

lab, Mediamatic’s Clean Lab and

is replaced by a need for efficiency,

might affect current ecosystems,

BioArt Laboratories in Eindhoven.

a clear profile and set research

benefit select social groups or have

They enable anyone – from artist

paths. In other words, a phase of

other irreversible effects. Is it even

to enthusiast – to experiment with

settlement. This is a strange move.

moral to design life itself? Is it OK

biotechnology.

IoT is relevant today, and increas-

Yet before designers can start

searchers from Delft, for instance.

breaking down the separation of

Other designers take a ‘wet hands’

the natural and artificial, design it-

approach themselves and figure it

self needs to evolve. First, the prac-

out independently.

tice of design will change. To be

ingly so, but will it be as urgent in

to play God?
When combining the implications

Bio
Diversity
In
Design

20 years?

of biotech with its seemingly
accessible practice, you might start

Unless we want to become the

asking questions. What if the Open

‘Delft of system design’, we should

Wetlab enables a bioterrorist to

regain a climate that celebrates

create a virus? These are the kind

change. Just a year ago in UNiD 26,

of issues that a more reflective

Miguel Bruns told me about ideas

branch of designers thinks about.

for a biolab at Laplace. Until such

speculative designers like Agi

dreams become realistic, feel free

Haines and Daisy Ginsberg try to

to bring new technology in your-

These are issues designers in

raise questions on the future impli-

self. ID may be la place to be; future

the field of biodesign are already

cations of biotech.

Jobs and Musks know that any

dealing with. Biodesign covers

other faculty has a place to see.

projects where design and biotech
come together, but this happens in

Use Bachelor College and Graduate

various ways.

School wisely. Steal like Prometheus and bring us that future

There are designers who use

fire, with your wet hands.

biotech to make products. Think
of Bulletproof Skin from Jalila
Essaïdi, made from human skin
and spider-silk. Or Ambio, the
bacteria-lit lamp by Teresa van

Text: Gijs de Boer
Lay-Out: Lesley Lock
Media: Ben Muntinga

Dongen. In such projects, designers

1

often collaborate with scientists.

2

Teresa worked together with re-

Short explanatory video. youtu.be/5y0lwJilIT0

Interview Agi Haines, (Gijs de Boer), see www.biopolitics.nl/agi-haines-gets-under-your-skin/

3

By Agi Haines, in her series of Circumventive Organs

4

www.teresavandongen.com/Ambiomize bias.

5
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Respectively www.waag.org/nl/lab/open-wetlab, www.
mediamatic.net, www.bioartlab.com

The UNiD is the magazine of Lucid, the study
association of Industrial Design at the Eindhoven
University of Technology. A committee of hard
working students ensures three issues are published
every academic year, while even maintaining an
online blog on the side.
Our goal is to gather valuable knowledge and
information from inside and outside the faculty,
and communicate that to the students. The UNiD
committee simulates a professional editorial office
where the teams of writers, graphics, and media
are working tightly together to ensure the best and
most beautiful magazine for you!

Lucid is the study association of Industrial Design.
Every study needs a platform to support the
students in both their learning activities and their
social life. Lucid has a lot to offer its members and
provides them with workshops, creative activities,
brainstorms, excursions, parties and much more.
It is our goal to support as many members
as possible. Therefore we are in contact and
collaborate with experts in our department, alumni
of Industrial Design and a wide range of companies.
We believe we can be of great help to each other,
and we strive to organize and collaborate in creative
events with the members of our network.
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